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The Master-Planning,
Research.and Development Subsidiary of
Walt Disney Productions

"Disneyland will never be completed.
to add new things ...
world."

It will continue to grow ...

as long as there is imagination left in the

This promise by Walt Disney, made when he dedicated

•
Disneyland to the world, has become
his most often-repeated quote
about the Magic Kingdom.

Perhaps it is because nearly every year

since 1955, Disneyland has added at least one new attraction to its
original roster.
There were 22 major attractions, built at a cost of

$17 million, when the Magic Kingdom opened on July 17, 1955,

A

$10 million expansion program in 1969 brings the total number of
attractions to

53,

representing a capital investment in Disneyland

of more than $126 million.

Disneyland.now encompasses 201 acres --

101 acres in entertainment and maintenance facilities and 100 acres
in parking areas.
Disneyland's physical expansion is paralleled by growth
in its popularity.

Annual attendance has risen to nearly

million people a year.

9 1/2

Eighti-three million people have visited

Disneyland since it opened.

(MORE)
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To create Disneyland, and its attractions, Walt Disney

~~ilt a unique organization

. an organization called WED

Enterprises, Inc.

WED "IMAGINEERING"
WED Enterprises, Inc., (the initials WED are those of
Walt E. Disney), is the master-planning, architectural, engineering,
research and development subsidiary of Walt Disney Productions.
A staff of project designers, sculptors, research and
development technicians, model builders and interior decorators
work side by side with architects, engineers, and draftsmen in the
design of attractions and adventures themed to the worlds of
yesterday, today, tomorrow and the timeless worlds of fantasy and
fiction.
WED's subsidiary, MAPO, Inc., (the name comes from MAry
POppins), was formed in July 1965 to research and develop prototype
entertainment and transportation systems for new projects.
MAPO's staff of highly skilled engineers and technicians
fabricate, assemble and test prototype systems and components for
WED-designed attractions.
Uniquely combined and strongly interrelated, the WED-MAPO
team of 450 blends creative imagination with technical know-how.
This is "Imagineering.

11

Perhaps the most important contribution of "Imagineering"
to the field of entertainment is the Audio-Animatronics* sys~em.

(MORE)
*Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.
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~ space-age application of electronics to the world of entertainEent,
the Audio-Animatronics system gives lifelike movement and sound to
three-dimensional figures.
For Disneyland, the staff has created a number of AudioAnimatronics attractions and adventures, including the "Enchanted
Tiki Room," "Great Moments with Mr. Lincoln," "Carousel of Progress,"
"P'l-Lgh t to the Moon," "Pd r-a t e's of the Caribbean" and the "Haunted

Mansion."
DISNEYLAND .
has become a way of life to the staff since WED began
planning and designing the famous Magic Kingdom in the early 19501s.
The "Imagineering" team has planned, designed, engineered
and fabricated every attraction at Disneyland since its inception,
and continues to add new ideas \o existing attractions.
For Disneyland

1

69, the WED-MAPO staffs developed a $2.3

million fleet of monorail trains for the Disneyland-Alweg Monorail
System,and the $7 million "Haunted Mansion" opened its ghostly
chambers to mortal visitors after ten years of research and development.
THE NEW YORK WORLD1S FAIR

1964-1965 .

featured four Disney attractions designed by the WED staff
and sponsored by major American companies.

During the Fair's two

six-month seasons, 91 percent of those who paid Fair admission -nearly 47 million people -- visited the quartet of Disney shows
created for General Electric, Ford Motor Company, Pepsi Cola and the
State of Illinois.

(All four presentations have since been redeveloped

by WED for· permanent location in Disneyland.)
(MORE)

•
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Equipped with the experience gained from developing and
_;e~ating Disneyland and the World's Fair attractions, the Disney
~~ganization has begun to move into new worlds of entertainment and
!'ecreation.
WED is designing two of the most ambitious projects in
the history of entertainment and recreation, Walt Disney World and
Mineral King.
WALT DISNEY WORLD
will be developed on a 27,000-acre site in central Florida.
It is now being planned by WED in several phases that will take many
years to complete.

In its first phase, it is planned to present a

complete "Vacation Kingdom" ... a place of entertainment, crowned
by the Magic Kingdom, a new and Jiifferent Disneyland
place of recreation, where land and water sports abound
place of relaxation, catering to the needs of all guests.

and a
and a
WED-designed

transportation systems will carry guests to and from the Magic Kingdom
theme park and five theme resort hotels within Walt Disney World.

The

entertainment-vacation complex will comprise "Phase One" of Walt Disney
World, planned to open in Fall 1971.
"Phase Two" will be centered around an Experimental Prototype
Community of Tomorrow (EPCOT), where, as Walt Disney said, "People
actually live a life they can't find anywhere else in the world today."
The enormous complexities of building an entire city -especially one that will always be a "blueprint for the future11 and
a perpetual showcase for American free enterprise -- will require the
cooperation of major American industry and conside-rable research
and development before it is undertaken as part of the "second phase"
(MORE)
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Walt Disney World.
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It has already created great interest on the

part of many companies of international stature.
MINERAL KING ...
a majestic alpine site in California's High Sierra, will
bepome the location of a unique year-round recreational facility.
WED 'has master-planned the development which will include a selfcontained village, an _out-of-valley Auto Reception Center, ski lifts
to all major bowls above timberline, hotels, lodges, restaurants, a
generous snow play area and all necessary auxiliary services.

Guide-

line to developing Mineral King is the preservation of the area's
majestic alpine character and natural beauty.
First facilities are planned to open in December, 1973,
following completion of an all-w~ather access road to the area.

* * * * * *

*

It is 16 years of experience by WED in planning and
designing attractions and adventures for Disneyland and American
industry that has enabled the Disney organization to enter into the
challenging Walt Disney World and Mineral King projects.

The highly

respected master-planner and builder, James W. Rouse (developer of
the new town of Columbia), in his keynote speech before the Urban
Design Conference at Harvard University, had this to say about the
talents and experience of the WED staff:
"I hoZd a view that may be somewhat shocking to an audience

as sophisticated as this:

that the greatest piece of urban design

in the United States today is DisneyZand.

If you think about Disney-

Zand and think of its performance in reZation to its purpose, its

(MORE)
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to people -- more than that, its meaning to the process of
ievelopment -- you will find it the outstanding piece of urban
design in the United States.

It. took an area of activity -- the

amusement park -- and lifted it to a standard so high in its performance, in its re.spect for people, in its functioning for people,
th~t.it really has become a brand new thing.

It fulfills all the

functions it set out to accomplish unselfconciously, usefully and
profitable to its owners and developers.

I find more to learn in

the standards that have been set and in the goals that have been
achieved in the development of Disneyland than in any other single
piece of physical development in the country."
#

#
►
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The Economic Impact of
DISNEYLAND
on
Anaheim, Orange County, California
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DISNEYLAND
ATTENDANCE, 1967

By the end of this fascal year, which
ended September 30, 1967, more than
7.9 million guests had enjoyed the
many attractions and adventures in
Walt Disney's famous Magic Kingdom in
Anaheim, California.

TOTAL ATTENDANCE

Since Disneyland opened on July 17,
1955, more than 70 million people have
passed through its gates. That's
equivalent to approximately one-third
of America's population today.

NEARBY LODGING
FACILITIES

In 1955, the City of Anaheim offered
less than 100 rooms for out-of-town
visitors.
Today there are 105 hotels and motels
near Disneyland with more than 5,000
guest rooms.

DISNEYLAND AS A
CATALYST

The Magic Kingdom is recognized as
the catalyst for the birth and maturity of western America's foremost
recreation and vacation center. Items:
1.

Anaheim has
50,000-seat
one mile of
home of the
ball team.

-MORE-

constructed a new
sports stadium within
Disneyland. It is the
California Angels base-
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Disneyland's Impact

2.

The City of Anaheim has also built
a 7,000-seat convention center and
indoor arena located adjacent to
Disneyland.

3.

The nearby Disneyland Hotel found
it necessary to increase its original number of guest rooms -- 100
in 1956 -- to 616 rooms today.
Plans call for that number to be
increased soon to 1,000 rooms.

4.

In the 12 years following the opening of Disneyland, more than 300
enterprises employing 40,000 people
moved into Anaheim. The total payroll of these industries is more
than $135 million annually.

5.

Receipts from commercial recreation
and tourist attractions in Orange
County exceeded those in each of
the other 49 states and in the com• bined 57 remaining California
counties, according to the last
business census.

DISNEYLAND'S ECONOMIC
MEANING TO THE COUNTY

Since Disneyland opened 13 years ago,
more than $1 billion has been poured
into Orange County economy through guest
sales and expenditures, construction
costs, supporting facilities and wholesale trade.

VISITOR EXPENDITURES
IN AND AROUND DISNEYLAND

Tourists and vacationers spent $363
million inside Disneyland during its
first 12 years and another $725 million
in the surrounding community for food,
lodging, clothing, amusements, souvenirs
and a wide array of goods and services.
Virtually every type of business received
some share of this money.

LOCAL PURCHASES

Disneyland -- in fact, the entire Disney organization -- has a firm policy
of purchasin~ goods and services locally
whenever possible. Approximately $20
million has been spent in the Orange
County area by Disneyland in 1967 alone.

CONSTRUCTION
IN ANAEHIM

Today the total value of recreational
facilities and supporting activities,
motels, restaurants, etc., in the greater
Anaheim area exceeds the $325 million mark.
-MORE-
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Disneyland's Impact

And the annual volume of construction
in Anaheim spawned primarily by Disneyland is conservatively estimated at
about $15- to $20 million.
DESIGNERS OF THE
MAGIC KINGDOM

WED Enterprises, Inc., is the architectural, engineering, research and development subsidiary of Walt Disney Productions that has planned and designed
all of Disneyland and its attractions.

DISNEYLAND'S GROWTH

In 1955, Disneyland offered 22 major
attractions representing a capital investment of $17 million.
WED has recently completed the creation
of major new attractions for Disneyland
as part of an extensive three-year, $60
million expansion program at the Magic
Kingdom.
New additions in 1967 bring the total
number of attractions at Disneyland to
52, representing a total investment of
more than $100 million. This is the
lal'gest private investment ever made in
the field of recreation-entertainment.

DISNEYLAND'S PAYROLL

In 1955, Disneyland's annual payroll was
$7 million.
It exceeded the $16 million
mark in 1967.
Over 5,000 Disneyland employees served
guests, directly or indirectly, during
the summer peak period in 1967.

TAXPAYER: DISNEYLAND

Disneyland to date has added more than
$4 million to Anaheim's tax tills.
Through California sales taxes returned
to the local community, the recreation
industry generates an additional $200,000
yearly in revenue for Anaheim.

WALT DISNEY'S PROMISE
FOR THE FUTURE

The WED 111r,1aginee11.ing" staff is dedicated
to fulfilling the promise made by Walt
Disney on the day the Magic Kingdom opened,
"Vi-0ne1Jf..and wif..f.. n e.v e z, be c.ompf..eted al.> .long
al.> the11.e ii.> imagination in the wo11.f..d."

6/68
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VISNEY ARTISTS REVIVE CENTURIES OLV ART FORM
FOR NEW ORLEANS SQUARE SHOP

-0-

Reverse painting on fanels of glass to be mirrored, an
almost forgotten art form that dates back to the fourteenth century,
has been revived by Disney artists for New Orleans Square in Disneyland. For more than a hundred years, this delicate and exacting technique has lain dormaht. Artists at Disney's WED Enterprises,
Inc., in Glendale, have prepared panels to provide a unique and exceptionally ...feminine decor for M.e..e.e.. Antd,lne.:U:.e. 1-6 Pa1tou.me.1iie., one
of the featured shops in the Magic Kingdom's new "land."
Below are facts about this remarkable art approach:
ANCIENT ORIGIN

Information on this art form is
difficult to locate. The Chinese were among the first to have
painted reverse on glass. The
earliest known paintings on glass
by Europeans have been traced to
the fourteenth century. The earliest dated painting is from Switzerland, 1521. In England, the
first description of painted glass
techniques was published in 1687.

EARLY TECHNIQUES

From 1660 through 1800, engravings of work by great painters,
usually portraits and landscapes,
were fixed to the back of glass
with Venice turpentine until it
hardened. Then, the paper was dampened and gently rubbed off until
only a thin membrane of paper and
ink lines remained. After varnishing to insure transparency, water
colors were applied.

LITHOGRAPHY OVER-SHADOWS

-2-

e

The earliest pictures measure
not more than 10" x 14" and were
·painted on blown glass. Until
the 1770's, plate glass was too
expensive. Only a few master artists had painted directly on glass.
Painted glass competed with stained glass for some time, but after
the invention of lithography, the
art virtually drifted into obscurity.

ATTEMPTS TO REVIVE THE ART

German expressionists, Franz
Marc, Kandinski, and August Macke,
tried to revive the art in the
early 1920's. In 1906, Paul Klee
had used this technique. However,
efforts proved fruitless. The
technique never regained its former popularityo

LARGEST MIRRORS EVER ATTEMPTED

Reverse glass paintings of flower
touquets, birds and butterflies
for Mlle. Antoinette'-0 Pan6umenie
measure over one foot wide and
almost seveh feet high, believed
to be the largest such painted
mirrors ever created. Five large
mirror panels show flower-filled
vases; three panels include colorful flower bouquets and arches
over doorways are crowned with
mirrors featuring garlands of
flowers, blue birds and butterflies.

MLLE. ANTOINETTE'S PARFUMERTE

Enhancing the parquet floor and
pale green with silver leaf overglazed walls of wood, the mirror
panels provide a delicate atmosphere to the quaint Mlleo Antoinett'-0
Pan0umvz.ie. Feminine to the finest detail, the elegant perfume
shop offers ladies an array of
scented items for the boudoir and
bath. A perfumer blends special
fragrances to order.

THE PARFUMERTE COLLECTION

Reflected from the painted mirrors
is a luxurious showcase displaying
a complete selection of name perfumes, sachets, soaps; powders,
items for personal use. There also

-3-

.is a sparkling collection of
distinctive decanters, atomizers,
crystal bottles, apothecary jars,
cornucopias and other interesting containers.

#

#

#

#
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"Made by Hand"

MAPO:

WHERE GHOSTS MATERIALIZE

AND MONORAILS ARE MANUFACTURED

A unique team of highly-skilled talents -- engineers,
technicians, machinists and craftsmen -- have, for the past four
years, combined technical know-how with WED "Imagineering" to
manufacture elements of new attractions for Disneyland, including
happy ghosts and sleek new monorail trains for Summer

1

69 .

•

They are the staff of MAPO, Inc., the subsidiary of WED
Enterprises, Inc., formed by Walt Disney in August 1965 to research
and develop WED's concepts into prototypes for Disneyland and Walt
Disney World.

WED is the master-planning and design subsidiary of

Walt Disney Productions for Disneyland, Walt Disney World, and other
Disney projects.
MAPO first collaborated with WED on the pirates and boatconveyance for the ''Pirates of the Caribbean."

The swashbuckling

pirates were then followed in production by the development of many
other Audio-Animatronics figures for "Carousel of Irogress,
to the Moon," and "It's a Small World."

11

"Flight

The WED and MAPO staffs

also teamed up for the PeopleMover and Omnimover (for "Adventure
Thru Inner Space") WEDway Transportation Systems, and new Autopia
sports cars.

Ghosts and monorail trains are MAPO'srrost recent major

contributions to the Park.
(MORE)
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MAPO, while young in years as a Disney company, has a staff
with deep roots in Disney tradition.

Roger Broggie, a 30-year veteran

of the Disney engineering team, .is MAPO's vice president in charge of
research and development.

He is the former head of the Studio Machine

Shop where mechanical elements of Disneyland attractions were manufac'
turep
during the Park's early years of growth and expansion.

Mel

Melton, president of WED and a 28-year Disney man, is also MAPO's
president.
chairman.

Board members are:

Melton, Broggie,and Joe Fowler,

Fowler, a retired Navy Rear Admiral who has been with the

Company for more than 15 years, is also WED's chairman and Walt Disney
Productions' senior vice president in charge of the construction
division for Disneyland and Walt Disney World.
MAPO's key production staff first worked together as the

•

technical team on the four Disney shows at the New York World's Fair
1964-1965.

This nucleus staff includes Bob Booth, shop superintendent;

three foremen, Neil Gallagher, Paul Hayes, and Richard Van Every.

They

are joined by 11 designers, Ken Ball, Lee Biggins, Roger Broggie, Jr.,
John Franke, Jack Gladish, Phil Jones, Hal Love, Rudy Pena, Bill
Robinson, Dave Schweninger, and Jim Verity.
Through the talents of the MAPO staff, WED's concepts are
turned into three-dimensional realities.

WED's staff visualizes ideas

in the form of artists' sketches and renderings, then translates the
concepts into models and working drawings.

Then, utilizing the latest

in modern machine tools and electronic test equipment, MAPO's staff
fabricates, assembles, and tests prototypes of WED-designed transportation vehicles, Audio-Animatronics figures, illusions, and other show
elements.
(MORE)
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For the "Ha,unted Mansion,11 WED called for 999 happy ghosts
to be

11

materialized'' in many forms through a variety of illusions and

the wizardry of the Audio-Animatronics system.

To help accomplish

this amazing feat, MAPO developed many new techniques never before
attempted.
"Walt always was 'opening new doors' -- and that's vh at we
do at MAP0,11 Broggie said.

"We keep investigating new techniques and

experimenting with new materials.

Everything we do and all the

materials we use must meet stringent low maintenance, fail-safe requirements."
11

Made by hand11 could be MAPO's label.

Every Audio-Animatronics

figure and prototype transportation vehicle is hand-fabricated and
assembled with utmost precision by MAPO's staff of professionals.
The one-of-a-kind Audi~-Animatronics figures are rtcastrt into
"roles" like live actors for a stage play.

New parts must be invented

for each figure and even standard components must be adapted to perform
the unique functions of each individual figure.
The method of transporting guests through the "Haunted Mansion''
called for MAPO to develop a specially-modified version of the versatile
Omnimover WEDway Transportation System.

This newrrodel operates more

smoothly and quietly and can tilt backwards and descend to simulate a
rapid fall, as it does from the mansion's roof to the graveyard below.
A few prototype "Doom-Buggies" for the Omnimover system were
manufactured by MAPO, then thoroughly tested under rigid simulated
operational conditions on a test track at WED.
rtit must be determined that vehicles will function safely
and efficiently to do all the things they were designed to do before
mass-production can begin,11 Broggie said.
(MORE)

-4The actual _11Doom-Buggies II used in the "Haunt ed Mansion11 were
subsequently produced by an outside manufacturing cor:..pany that was
contracted for the project.
According to Broggie, 11farming-out11 quantity p!"Odiiction
work is a practice by MAPO that gives the staff more t~~e to concentr~te in the highly specialized area of prototype researc~ a~d
development.
The Park's four new monorail trains were manufactured in
MAPO's recently-expanded 46,000-square foot facility located adjacent
to WED in Glendale.

Each of the five-car trains was literally

made11 in MAPO's 250-foot long assembly area.

11

hand-

They were then trans-

ported, one car at a time via flat-bed truck, to the Park.

The ~odern,

more comfortable new trains are a completely new design -- styled in
exterior appearance after the or~ginals -- that meet stringent requirements specified by Retlaw Enterprises, Inc., which owns and operates
the Disneyland-Alweg Monorail System.
In addition to its contributions to Disneyland, MAPO for the
past year has been preparing for Walt Disney World.

Today, scores of

Audio-Animatronics figures are in production at MAPO for such shows in
Florida's "Magic Kingdom11 theme park as 110ne Nation Under God,11 11country
Bear Bash,

11

Mickey Mouse Musical Revue, 11 and,

11

It 's a Small World. 11

11

And, work will begin soon on figures for the 11Western River Expedition,11
a ride-thru adventure on the grand scale of Disneyland's 11Pirates of the
Caribbean.11
Walt Disney World's transportation systems are now being
developed under MAPO's supervision to carry guests over land and water
to all areas of the "Vacation Kingdom."

Special conveyances are also

being developed to take guests through adventures in the 11Magic Kingdom.11
(MORE)
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MAPO was named in honor o::' :·:a:t :Jis!!ej- 1 s :':".otion picture, "Ma r-y
Poppins,

11

which was released in 1965, "'.;::e same j-ear i~ -.-.-!:.i.C~ :i:APO was

established.

( "MAP011 is an acr-onym o::' :-:Ary POppins.)

A silhouette of ~ary ?oppi~s i~ fiight with open a~bre::a
held high and magic carpet bag i~ ~and appears on MAPO's business
cards and stationery.

~~is stands for the Mary Poppins-like amazing

feats that take place aai:y at MAPO:

the development of mechanicai

marvels never before a~tempted, not even by MAPO!
MAPO

-,.-2.:::.

continue to play an important part in Disneyland's

tradition of grov:th and expansion to meet an always-increasing
audience.

So~e of the top attractions now in design for Florida's

"Magic Kingdom" will also be located in Disneyland and vice versa
which just might mean that Disneyland's future will be simply
Supercalifragilisticexpialidocio~l

#

#

#
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PIRATES OF THE CARIBBEAN

V,U, neyla.nd 19 6 7
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It's high tide, and time to set sail for an exciting
adventure with the rowdiest crew of blackhearted swashbucklers who
ever plundered the Spanish Main.

Come aboard for a voyage you'll

never forget!
It's the l700's again, and every port is easy prey for
the p;_4a,.te1.i 06 .the Ca.1tibbea.n, a thrilling new "Audio-Animatronic"*
adventure in Disneyland, Spring, l967.
And, in the best Disneyland tradition, not a moment is
wasted before the action begins.

Boat-borne guests are launched

on their memorable voyage by splashing down two waterfalls right
into an eerie cavern which sets the mood and atmosphere for things
to come.
Guests' boats pass Dead Man's Cove, a cave's-eye view of
a hurricane and the crew's quarters.

Then, in the elegant

11

apartment11

for the captain, a ghostly version of the attraction's theme song

•

-2-

-- VO HO (A Pi~ate'-0 Li0e Fo~ Me) -- is presented by a player-less
organ.
After passing through a glittering treasure cache, boats
move right into battle between a pirate ship and a fortress.

Guests

cringe as cannon balls whistle a few inches over their heads, spewing g~ysers of water as they hit near each boat.
From then on, to port and to starboard, scene after scene
takes modern-day voyagers deeper into the often humorous conflict.
The entire 15-minute adventure takes place in a full-size, moon-lit
Caribbean port, authentic to the smallest detail.
In the first village scene, pirates dunk the local magis.,
trate in the town water-well to make him talk.
("Speak up, ye bilge
rat •.• where be the treasure?"i

From an upstairs window, his

shrewish wife warns him not to tell, regardless of his fate.

Off

to the side, a quartet of other civic leaders -- knees knocking,
teeth chattering in terror -- await their turn.
Steps leading to a bridge make a perfect auction block for
the town's maidens -- the fair ones and the ones not so fair -who are offered as brides to the pirate crew.

But the auction pro-

cedure has floundered; the captain-auctioneer is finding it more than
difficult to attract buyers for a 300-pound damsel.

The surrounding

pirates show bug-eyed attention to a lovely redheaded coquette,
next in line.
Off to port, a courtyard has become the scene for the
chase.

Some of the womenfolk are happily pursued by pirates •..

and some of the pirates are not so happily pursued by the womenfolk.
Ahead, everything's ablaze.

The whole town has been

looted and set to the torch by the salty crew, some of them collecting

-3-

their "booty" and harmonizing the show's theme song.
Even though they glide into a tunnei beneath the town,
guests can't escape the flames nor can a group of imprisoned pirates locked in their subterranean cells.

A dog has the key

but

neither a tasty bone nor a panicky plea from the prisoners lure it
from him.
Guests move on beneath burning timbers and the fire creeps
closer to their boats.

If chaos has been the order of the day,

sheer bedlam lies ahead.
is burning furiously.

The town arsenal, full of powder kegs,

Adding to the danger, pirates are target-

practicing -- shooting at kegs which they think hold rum, but really
contain explosives.

•

How do terrified visitors escape the ricochetting bullets
and burning arsenal?

They "fall up" a waterfall!
-0-

Designed by WED Enterprises, Inc., the Disney "Imagineering" firm, the show features 119 life-size, three-dimensional figures
-- 64 humans and 55 ·animals.

They are brought to life by "Audio-

Animatronics," WED's remarkable electronic system of animation.
Guests visit the P-lJr.a..te..b o0 the. Ca.Jr.-lbbe.a.n. aboard "bateaux,"
flat-bottomed boats used in the Louisiana swamps.
dates 20 guests.

Each boat accommo-

As many as 3,600 voyagers an hour glide through the

15-minute show.

#

#

#

•
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zThe basic concept for combining lifelike and fanciful objects with
sound, preprogrammed and coordinated by tape, is subject to patent
protection. All patent rights are owned by WED Enterprises, Inc.
Patents have been applied for other features, devices, techniques
and processes.

70304-P-D

PIRATES OF THE CARIBBEAN
FACTS & FIGURES

·-o''AUVI~-ANIMATRONICS" -- There are 119 lifelike, three-dimensional "AudioAnimatronic" figures "in the P,i,Jt..a.:t.e..o o0 the. Ca.1z.,i,bbe.a.n.
The 64 pirates
and villagers and 55 animals and birds are "brought-to-life" through
this WED-developed medium of entertainment that utilizes the most advanced electronic and mechanical techniques and components.
SHQWtS THEME SONG -- YO HO

(A

P,i,Jt..a.:t.e.'.6

for the attraction.

0e. FoJt.. Me.),

L,i,

expressly composed

LENGTH OF CRUISE -- From Laffite's Landing in the Blue Bayou Lagoon,
Disneyland guests embark on a memorable 15-minute adventure aboard special boats that carry them right into the midst of pirate revelry and
fiery holocaust. Boats travel 1,838 feet through two hugh structures
that house the attraction.
POTENTIAL GUEST CAPACITY -- As many as 3,600 guests per hour take part
in this swashbuckling adventure aboard 40 ba.:t.e.a.ux (small, flat-bottomed
boats) carrying 20 passengers each~ There are an additional five spare
boats.
It takes only 20 seconds to load each boat.
They cruise at twofeet-per-second.
VISNEYLANV'S CARIBBEAN is created inside two buildings on three levels:
The Blue Bayou Lagoon, a small grotto area between the first and second
cascades; and, the Pirate Grotto and "Audio-Animatronic" show area.
It takes almost three-quarters of a million gallons of water to fill
Disneyland's Caribbean. The average depth of the water is two feet.
The first cascade has a 21-degree slope and is 52 feet long. Cascade
number two is 37 feet long -- also sloped 21-degrees. The third cascade
-- which serves as an up-ramp from the lower level to Laffite's Landing
-- is inclined 16-degrees for 90 feet.

STRUCTURAL VATA:
Maximum height of ceiling:

40 feet

Areas of major elements (in square feet):
The Blue Bayou Lagoon and Restaurant:
Cascades:
Pirate Grotto:
Total (building number one):

31,216
1,568
21,964
75,286

Total area of building number two:

37,540

Total area of entire attraction
(both buildings):
-0-

112,826
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"PROGRESS CITY"
.Guests in General Electric's "Carousel of Progress" at
Disneyland are invited to see "Progress City."
Captured in amazing realism, the scale model (1/8 inch=
1 foot), fully-animated city is an all-electric community that can
be built today through applications of the most advanced technologies.
Totaling 6,900 square feet (115 feet by 60 feet), "Progress
City's" 20,000 trees and shrubs, 4,500 buildings, and 1,400 street

.,

lights are authentic to the smallest detail.

Many structures

feature interior lighting; furqiture inside can be seen in some
windows.
"Progress City" is complete with seven types of transportations, including rapid transit monorails, electric trains, the
WEDway PeopleMover, automotive, transporters (electric carts),
moving sidewalks, and today's jets.

Throughout "Progress City,"

2,450 of the vehicles are actually moving.
There is a climate-controlled "center city" and a wide
variety of night-lighted amusement areas, sports stadiums, an
airport, atomic power facility and other necessities.

Its full-

length cyclorama evening sky background measures 160 feet long by
23 feet high.
The overall design of General Electric's "Progress City11
model in Disneyland is based on a concept developed by Walt Disney
for the Experimental Prototype Community of Tomorrow (EPCOT) he
had planned for Walt Disney World in Florida.
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